
My uncle Trong grew up in Saigon, Vietnam in the 1960's. He’s always a
joy to be around! He’s considerate, funny, thoughtful and he’s got a smile
and full body laugh that lights up his entire face and whatever room he’s
in. His kind eyes and hard working hands are testimonies of his many
years of perseverance and work ethic!

As a child and young man, he spent most of his time in Saigon and Tây
Ninh - which is a provincial city in south-eastern Vietnam, about 90 km
northwest of Saigon (which now known as Ho Chi Minh City).

At the age of 19, after escaping the Vietnamese army, he lived on a fishing
boat for about 6 months before organizing, and eventually becoming
captain of his refugee boat to Malaysia, carrying around 140 passengers.
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Exploring Roots

with Trong Nguyen

The map to the right gives a geographical visual of Saigon (Ho Chi Minh
City) - where my uncle was born and grew up, Tây Ninh - where his
father was from and where he spent a lot of time, and Vũng Tàu -
where he lived on the boat for 6 months and eventually departed from.

Trong Nguyen  in soccer uniform in Canada

Before embarking on his refugee boat journey,
my uncle secured a deal where he would live on
this fishing boat (no bigger than roughly 20 ft
long by 10 ft wide) - and be responsible to help  
organize an escape. Since of course these plans
were all illegally done, it was a dangerous time,
and took many months to sort everything out.

My uncle and boat mates pretended to be
delivering food and other goods to different
ports along the south coast, what they were
actually doing was trying to find and scout out
a good place to leave from. 

Six Months on a Boat
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A photo of many refugee boats approaching Hong Kong

My uncle and his boat mate's plan to leave Vietnam was to
load passengers in the early hours of the morning while it
was still dark. While loading the boat, they encountered
many unexpected people swimming out to the boat,
trying to fight their way on board.

By the time they got to the mouth of the river into the
ocean, the Vietnamese coast guards were already in their
boats, beginning to chase after them!
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Journey to Pulau Bidong Refugee Camp

The Pulau Bidong Refugee Camp officially opened
August 8th, 1978. By January 1979, there were 18,000
Refugees on the island and by June 1979 it was said to
be the most heavily populated place on earth with
about 40,000 refugees crowded into such a small area.

My uncle stayed in this camp for ~4 months before
being sponsored to Canada in 1980-81.

"That means we're alive. Just imagine, if you go one more

day with an engine like that, what would happen? "

Let me know your thoughts, I'd love to hear from you!

P H O T O  G A L L E R Y

Click below to look through some photos of the Pulau Bidong Camp
photo gallery compiled by refugeecamps.net

Above photos from the Pulau Bidong Refugee Camp 

V I D E O  C O M P I L A T I O N

The map above gives a geographical visual of the rough route my uncle
and his refugee boat made from Vietnam to Malaysia.
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